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Abstract
A single-particle multi-branched wave-function is studied. Usual which-path tests show that if the detector 
placed on one branch clicks, the detectors on the other branches remain silent. By the collapse postulate, after 
this click, the state of the particle is reduced to a single branch, the branch on which the detector clicked.
The present article challenges the collapse postulate, claiming that when one branch of the wave-function 
produces a click in a detector, the other branches don't disappear. They can't produce clicks in detectors, but 
they are still there. An experiment different from which-path test is proposed, which shows that detectors are 
responsible for strongly decohering the wave-function, but not for making parts of it disappear. Moreover, one of
the branches supposed to disappear may produce an interference pattern with a wave-packet of another particle.
1. Introduction
Consider a two-branched single-particle beam 2–½( |a> + |b>). From the experiment of Aspect and 
Grangier [1] it is known that if detectors are placed on both branches – which-path test – one never obtains 
for a single particle a click in both detectors. The question asked in the present article is, if the detector on
the wave-packet |a> clicks, what happens with the wave-packet |b>? Does it disappear?
So seems to imply the collapse postulate. By this postulate, at the click in the detector on |a>, the wave-
function is suddenly reduced from a superposition of |a> and |b>, to only |a>. However, if a wave-packet 
describes a physical reality present in the apparatus, the idea that it suddenly disappears into nothing seems
queer. A. Peres used to object openly to this idea, with the words "there is no collapse – there are no 
miracles". Though, it has to be mentioned that he suggested to write the above wave-function as 2–½( |1>a|0>b
+ β|0>a|1>b), where |1> means one particle and |0> means no-particle, see for instance in [2]. This form 
stresses the fact that together with a detection on a, i.e. |1>a , no particle may be detected on b, i.e. |0>b . This 
fact was confirmed by [1]. However, the question remains whether "no particle may be detected on b" in the 
which-path experiment, means that nothing is on b. Could it be that a more sophisticated experiment would 
reveal that though there is something on b?
The present article aims at proving that the answer to this question is positive. Whether we can detect a 
particle on b or not, is one question, but, whether there is something on b or not, this is another question. An 
experiment is described in which a which-path test is done, we learn on which path was the particle, though, 
no part of the wave function may disappear. The wave-function is decohered by the detectors, but decohe-
rence is not collapse, nothing disappears. 
For showing this, an alternative way of conducting the experiment is shown. An additional particle is used, 
identical with the other one – we will name the particles 1 and 2. It is shown that, while the particle 1 may be 
detected in the wave-packet |a>, the wave-packet |b> may reveal its presence by doing interference with the 
wave-packet |b> of the particle 2.
The proposed experiment was inspired by an experiment performed by Sciarrino et al. [3], which, except 
for some reservations explained in the last section, can be taken as a partial confirmation of the theory
presently exposed. Also, the present proposal is akin to experiments proposed by Tan et al. [4], and by
Hardy [5], for proving that a single particle may exercise a simultaneous influence in two space-separated 
regions, idea that speaks in favor of the one advocated here. A detailed theoretical treatment of experimental
configurations of the type described here may be found in an article of Yurke and Stoler [6].
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2. A two-particle experiment with fermions
Part A.
Consider a source S1 that emits a beam of fermions, fig. 1. By means of a Stern-Gerlach apparatus SG1
the component polarized along a given direction in the space is selected, |g>1. The beam |g>1 lands on a
beam-splitter BS1 and undergoes the transformation
(1) |g>1 2–½(ι|a> + |b>)1.
A second source S2 , identical to S1 , emits another beam of fermions that passes through a Stern-Gerlach 
apparatus SG2 whose magnetic field is parallel with that in SG1. That permits the selection of a beam |g>2
identically polarized with |g>1. This beam lands on the beam-splitter BS2 and undergoes a transformation
analogous to (1).
We will be interested in two-particle detections. The wave-packets |b>1 and |b>2 are phase-shifted by θ1 and 
θ2 respectively, and at this stage the system state is
(2) |Ψ> = ½(ι|a> + eιθ1|b>)1( |a> + ιeιθ2|b>)2
= ½ι[ |a>1|a>2 + eι (θ1 + θ2) |b>1|b>2] – [eιθ2|a>1|b>2 – eιθ1|b>1|a>2]}.
The exclusion principle doesn't allow that more than one particle exit SG1 at a time, s.t. at a two particle 
detection it cannot happen that both particles came from the same source.
In continuation, the wave-packets |a>1 and |a>2 fly toward another beam-splitter, BS'. The wave-packets |b>1
and |b>2 fly toward a beam-splitter BS". Introducing in (2) the transformations at BS'
(3) |a>1 2–½( |c> + ι|f>)1 ,   |a>2 2–½(ι|c> + |f>)2 ,
we get
(4) |Ψ> = ½ι[½( |c> + ι|f>)1 (ι|c> + |f>)2 + eι (θ1 + θ2) |b>1|b>2]
– 2–½ eιθ2[( |c>1|b>2 – ιeιθ|b>1|c>2) + (ι|f>1|b>2 – eιθ|b>1|f>2)], θ = θ1 – θ2 .
The cases of interest for us will be those in which one particle is detected in the detector C and the other 
particle is detected on one of the outputs of beam-splitter BS". These cases come from the first part of the 
second line of (4). For simplicity, let's normalize this part and leave aside the leading phase-factor. Also, let's 
reorder the state-products. In each product first comes the wave-packet that lands in C, second, the wave-
packet that goes to BS". This reordering is not an exchange between the particles. We get
(5) |ψ> = 2–½( |c>1|b>2 – ιeιθ|c>2|b>1).
On their path toward BS" the wave-packets |b>1 , |b>2 encounter the detectors B1 respectively B2 . We 
assume that these detectors are non-absorbing, while the detectors C, D and E are absorbing.
Fig. 2 suggests a possible implementation of a non-absorbing detector, similar to a detector proposed in [7]. 
A weak flux of particles much lighter than the fermion, passes through the detector, and the fermion scatters 
some of these particles. The scattered particles are detected, and the fermion continues its flight practically 
non-deflected. The flux of light particles is supposed to be weak in order to suit a quantum description, as 
done below.
The detector of the light particles has a spherical form, see the figure. It is referred to below as the spherical 
wall. In it takes place the classical part of the detection in the non-absorbing detector. The radius of the 
sphere is supposed to be enough big that the time-of-flight of the scattered particles, from the center of the 
sphere to the wall, be longer than the time-of-flight of the fermion from the center of the sphere to the 
detectors D and E. Therefore, the click in B1 or B2 will occur after C and D (or C and E) click.
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Figure 1. An interference experiment with polarized fermions.
On the beam-splitter BSi , i = 1, 2, from one side enters the beam |g>i and 
from the other side enters vacuum.
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Figure 2. A non-absorbing detector.
The fermion traveling along the axis z encounters a 
beam of light particles flying along the axis x. Some of 
them are scattered and detected by a spherical detector.
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E. Therefore, the detector B1 or B2 will click after C and D (or C and E) click. C, D, and E are, to the 
difference, absorbing detectors.
Thus, we may distinguish two steps in the action of the non-absorbing detectors. The first one, still quantum,
is to decohere the wave-function (5) by entangling it with the light particles. Indeed, let's denote the non-
scattered states of the light particles in B1, B2, by |M
0> respectively |N 0>, and by |M *> and |N *> let's denote 
the superposition of the different possibilities of scattering in the respective detectors. Then (5) becomes 
(6) |ψ> = 2–½( |c>1|b>2|M 0>|N *> – ιeιθ|c>2|b>1|M *>|N 0>).
The second process in these detectors is classical, and it occurs in the spherical walls. We will return to it 
some later.
Introducing in (6) the transformations at BS"
(7) |b>1 2–½( |d> + ι|e>)1 ,   |b>2 2–½(ι|d> + |e>)2 ,
we get
(8) |ψ> = ½ι( |c>1|d>2|M 0>|N *> – eιθ|c>2|d>1|M *>|N 0>) + ( |c>1|e>2|M 0>|N *> + eιθ|c>2|e>1|M *>|N 0>).
3. Questioning the collapse
As said above, in this experiment first of all we get a click in coincidence in the detectors C and D (or C
and E). At this stage none of the non-absorbing detectors click, and if the wave-function is reduced, it is 
reduced to
(9) |ψ>CD = 2–½ ι( |c>1|d>2|M 0>|N *> – eιθ|c>2|d>1|M *>|N 0>),
if D clicked, or to 
(10) |ψ>CE = 2–½ ι( |c>1|e>2|M 0>|N *> + eιθ|c>2|e>1|M *>|N 0>),
if E clicked. Both contributions of the wave-packets |b>1 and |b>2 are present, i.e. |d>1 and |d>2 in one case, 
|e>1 and |e>2 in the other case. Let's remind, on the paths b1 and b2 are the non-absorbing detectors, and if 
these detectors have some collapsing effect, the wave-packet |b>1 or the wave-packet |b>2 has to disappear at 
some moment. But, by the time D or E clicks, the classical part of the detection in a non-absorbing detector 
didn't occur and there is no reason for a collapse on |b>1 or |b>2.
Later on, we get the click in B1 or in B2. Then we learn that the particle, the fermion that went to BS", 
was in the wave-packet |b>1, if B1 clicks, or was in the wave-packet |b>2, if B2 clicks. But by the time we get 
this information the fermion does not exist anymore, it was absorbed. All the more, it is not on the path b1 or 
b2. Thus, we may get the information where was the particle without collapse, i.e. with no part of the wave-
function disappearing. What yes we did, was to decohere the wave-function.
Decoherence is not collapse. Let's take for instance (9) and put it in the form
(11) |ψ>CD = 8–½ ι( |c>1|d>2 – eιθ|c>2|d>1)( |M 0>|N *> + |M *>|N 0>)
+ ( |c>1|d>2 + e
ιθ|c>2|d>1)( |M
0>|N *> – |M *>|N 0>).
If we were able to detect complicated states as  2–½( |M 0>|N *> ± |M *>|N 0>) we could obtain interference 
effects dependent on θ in the number of detections in coincidence in C and D. These effects would prove
clearly that none of |b>1 or |b>2 disappeared, because θ = θ1 – θ2, and θ1 is the phase-shift on b1 and θ2 on b2.
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4. A two-particle experiment with fermions
Part B.
.   If we repeat the experiment with the detectors B1 and B2 removed, the wave-function (8) takes the form
(12) |ψ> = ½ι( |c>1|d>2 – eιθ|c>2|d>1) + ( |c>1|e>2 + eιθ|c>2|e>1).
This wave-function describes two identical and undistinguishable fermions. For comparison, in the wave-
function (8) the factor |M *> accompanied the fermion 1 while |N *> accompanied the fermion 2. In (12) there 
is nothing similar, no possibility to distinguish between the two fermions. Therefore the expression (12) has 
to be antisymmetrical. Since both fermions were prepared with the same spin-projection, the spatial wave-
function has to change sign at the exchange of place of the two particles. So, we may write
(13) |ψ> = ½ι[2–½( |c>1|d>2 – |c>2|d>1) + 2–½eιθ( |c>1|d>2 – |c>2|d>1)]
+ [2–½( |c>1|e>2 – |c>2|e>1) – 2–½eιθ( |c>1|e>2 – |c>2|e>1)],
and we may drop the indexes which reminded from which source came the particle
(14) |ψ> = ½ι( |c>|d> + eιθ|c>|d>) + ( |c>|e> – eιθ|c>|e>) = ιeιθ/2(cosθ |c>|d> – sinθ |c>|e>).
This form of the experiment may be regarded as follows: the particle 1 may go to the detector C. However, 
the wave-packet |b>1 still contains something that together with the wave-packet |b>2 produces interference 
effects in the outputs of BS". Symmetrically, the same thing may be said of the particle 2.
3. Discussions
To implement the proposed experiment with fermions may face technical difficulties, s.t. a version for 
photons is under examination. The main difficulty with such a version is to find a feasible schema for the 
non-absorbing detectors. 
The experiments proposed here use particles from two independent sources although. Working with particles 
born at the same place and time as in [3] where pairs of down-conversion photons are used, opens additional 
questions, for instance, whether it could be that some initial distribution of hidden parameters dictates the 
behavior of the two particles. This is why the use of particles from independent sources is preferred here.
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